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MARTHA’S VINEYARD COMMISSION  
The Martha’s Vineyard Commission (MVC or Commission) is the regional planning agency for Dukes 
County offering planning services to the six towns on Martha’s Vineyard, Cuttyhunk, the Elizabeth 
Islands, and the County, as well as reviewing Developments of Regional Impact. The Commission’s 
enabling legislation also allows the towns of Martha’s Vineyard to adopt special regulations targeting 
Districts of Critical Planning Concern (DCPC) and requires the Commission to review Developments of 
Regional Impact (DRI) on the Vineyard. The year 2018 was a demanding one for The Martha’s Vineyard 
Commission.  Along with completing reviews and decisions on projects; large scale planning efforts were 
also at the forefront.  

The Commission’s major planning focus for 2018 again focused on the control and removal of nitrogen 
from Island great ponds and the provision of housing for Island residents. The Commission also 
considered important planning issues such as services to elderly residents, revisions to the DRI water 
quality policy, the development of an Island-wide economic and demographic database. 
 
The MVC also said goodbye to Mark London. Mark was the Executive 
Director for over a decade and made many meaningful contributions, 
including the development of the Island Plan. He passed away on 
August 18, 2018. 
 
The seventeen-member Commission is made up of nine members 
elected Island-wide biennially and one appointed member each from 
the Dukes County Commission, the six Vineyard Town Boards of 
Selectmen, and the Governor of Massachusetts. Commission officers in 
2018 were Jim Vercruysse of Aquinnah, Chairman; Rob Doyle of 
Chilmark, Vice-Chairman; and Ernie Thomas of West Tisbury, Clerk-
Treasurer. The Commission is supported by a professional staff of 
eleven. More detail is provided below and is available on the 
Commission’s website: www.mvcommission.org. 
 
The following items represent major focuses of the Commission during 
2018. 

The Removal of Nitrogen from Island Ponds 

The Commission continues to focus on the development of a robust pond monitoring program, as well 
as participating in innovative technologies designed to address nitrogen contamination in Island ponds. 
In 2018, Commission staff completed the third year of extensive testing of the Island ponds. Since 2016, 
multiple samplings have been conducted in several defined locations in 16 island ponds. Samples were 
collected that examined nitrogen content, pond visibility, temperature, salinity and other factors. This 
testing was conducted in the same locations and manner that the Massachusetts Estuaries Program 
utilized, so that results could be compared. Comprehensive reports were completed in 2016 and 2017 
that detailed the results of the testing and evaluated the current trends for each pond for the period 
2015 to 2016. A similar report will be completed for data obtained in summer 2018, as well as a report 
evaluating the changes observed over the three year period of study.   

A subcommittee was established and began revising the MVC’s ten-year-old DRI water quality policy. 
The committee evaluated data results, technologies, and recent DRI approvals to develop a 

http://www.mvcommission.org/
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comprehensive report to the full Commission along with recommendations for amendment of the 
policy. The policy, which was adopted in May 2018, was based on the MEP data for each pond and 
demands that each applicant address the impacts of additional nitrogen. The policy is flexible and 
provides several options to satisfy the policy. 

The Commission staff was also heavily involved in the development and testing of various alternative 
technologies. In 2018, the MVC was awarded $250,000 in Federal grants to develop and implement a 
permeable reactive barrier along the coast of Lagoon Pond. 

The MVC has also funded and been involved with the development and monitoring of innovative 
wastewater systems that have the potentially to radically reduce the amount of nitrogen leeching into 
ponds from septic systems. In order to provide proof of effectiveness to the state and federal regulators, 
these systems require extensive and meticulous testing. The systems have worked well and are 
expected to make large impacts in addressing the nitrogen degradation in Island ponds. 

Provision of Housing   

The provision of housing in all affordable and community income areas (150% of area median income 
and below) continued to be a major focus for MVC staff in 2018. 

Staff has developed grant applications for, and received further funding toward assisting the Towns in 
implementing their Housing Production Plans (HPPs). Specifically, the MVC has received over $250,000 
in funding for several projects, including the development of a site plan and wastewater system for an 
elderly housing expansion; development of a pro forma and other site planning materials for projects in 
Oak Bluffs and Tisbury; and technical assistance to create a tool that documents existing conditions for 
proposed developments. 

These projects were funded by the Commission, the State Department of Housing and Community 
Development, and MassHousing Partnership. Reports and background documents can be found here: 
www.mvcommission.org/housing-production-plan. 

In July 2018, the MVC purchased a three-bedroom, two-bath home near Lagoon Pond in Oak Bluffs for 
the purposes of workforce housing. The purchase was made after considering that, like many businesses 
on the Vineyard, the MVC had employees who lacked year-round housing; and also for many years, the 
MVC had been requiring commercial DRI applicants to house their employees. The specific property was 
selected after considering several proposals, because of its proximity to the MVC office, its general 
condition, and the potential for expansion in the future. The MVC used equity from the Olde Stone 
Building and adjacent parking lot on New York Avenue to pay for the purchase. Commissioner Doug 
Sederholm helped draft a lease agreement, whereby any employee occupying the house will pay 30% of 
their income for rent, which is the HUD standard. 

Healthy Aging Task Force 

The Commission collaborated with the Healthy Aging Task Force to provide technical services to for data 
collection/analysis, as well as other services. The Task Force is an Island-wide group that coordinates 
services to persons over 60. In the coming year, the Commission will work on offering trend analysis and 
other information to forward the group’s strategic goals. 

A major focus of the Commission’s collaboration with the HAMV group in 2018 was the research and 
development of an Elderly Care Mapping Report. The report detailed the various services provided by 
public, non-profit and private social service agencies. The second phase of the project will develop 
metrics and more advanced information to enable enhanced evaluation of Island services. 

http://www.mvcommission.org/housing-production-plan
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Development of Statistical Database 

For many years, the MVC has compiled numerous sets of data and statistics on a variety of subjects. 
These somewhat random datasets were never organized and evaluated. The MVC has worked for almost 
all of 2018 to create a comprehensive report that offers a snapshot of over 300 datasets ranging from 
traditional indices, such as population and land use, to other less reported but important data, such as 
Town budgets, non-profits funding and purpose, and Island pond conditions. This report is formatted to 
be updated every two years. 

Automated Traffic Counter Data Gathering 

The MVC was given funding from the Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT) to plan 
and implement a permanent count station program. Permanent count stations are automated traffic 
counters that provide digital result data on traffic conditions. This data is offered in real time. The 
Commission has funds to install six counters in various island locations.  

Island Transportation Engineer 

The Martha’s Vineyard Commission was awarded a $100,000 Community Compact grant to secure 
Island wide transportation engineering services for a ten-month pilot term. Following issuance of an 
RFP, Howard Stein Hudson (HSH) was chosen to provide this new capacity for the Towns, working 
directly with MVC staff to focus work plans within budget. To date, HSH has completed designs and a 
technical memo for two Towns, with work underway for a third. In the final several months, the MVC 
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aims to round out these transportation improvement funds by directing grant dollars toward the 
remaining three Towns. 

Mapping and Graphics 

The MVC’s mapping department provides maps as requested by Town departments, Island non-profits, 
and private entities. This mapping resource permits the spatial display of demographics, zoning, natural 
resources, transportation, and assessment data. In 2018, some of the major mapping efforts included 
the development of mapping databases for Island towns for open space planning. 

Short Term Rental Tax 

The MVC acted as a Legislative Liaison during the formulation and debate of the Short Term Rental Tax 
bill, specifically working with House and Senate staff to ensure that Island town concerns were 
addressed, especially in regard to the Cape and Islands Water Protection Trust. 

Finances: The Commission’s FY2018 income was $1,567,974, of which 66.0% came from town 
assessments, 28.5% from grants and contracts, and 5.5% from other sources. The Commission received 
$446,604 in grant funding, a 12.7% decrease over the previous fiscal year. FY 18 Expenses were 
$1,637,715 of which 55.4% was for salaries, 25.0% for salary-related costs, 6.0% was for 3rd party 
consultants, and 13.6% for other expenses.  The annual audit by an independent auditor showed fiscal 
soundness. The budget and audited financial statements are on the website. 

ALL ISLAND EFFORTS 
 

The Commission’s regulatory reviews of Developments of Regional Impact (DRI) generally result in 
considerable improvements to projects to mitigate their environmental, traffic, and other impacts.  
Commission decisions must be consistent with Chapter 831 Mass Statutes. 

Projects Reviewed: In 2018, 93 projects were reviewed in some manner by the MVC through the DRI 
process. These projects can be classified as follows: 11 were full DRI’s reviewed with public hearings that 
were approved with conditions; 1 of these was originally referred as a concurrence review and 1 was 
originally sent solely as a modification review that was voted to be significant enough to require a public 
hearing as a DRI; 1 project was referred as a Discretionary Referral and is on hold at the applicant’s 
request; 2 were referred as a Discretionary Referral, but the Discretionary Referral was withdrawn by 
the referring board;  0 were full DRI’s reviewed with public hearings that were denied; 17 were minor 
modifications of existing DRI’s that were approved and remanded back to their towns without a DRI 
public hearing review; 8 were projects referred to the MVC for concurrence review that were sent back 
to their towns without a DRI public hearing review; 8 were previously approved DRI’s returning to LUPC 
for approval of their landscape and/or lighting plans; 4 projects were withdrawn before a decision was 
made; 5 are on hold at the applicant’s request; 8 are still under review (7 full DRI’s and 1 modification); 
and 4 previously approved DRI’s were granted extensions. Additionally 15 previously approved DRI’s 
were reviewed for compliance with DRI conditions; 1 lawsuit was settled; 2 DRI Decisions were 
appealed; and 5 large projects received pre-DRI application review. The MVC DRI Coordinator also 
revised the DRI Fee Schedule, which is scheduled to be reviewed by the full MVC in January 2019.  

The 93 projects reviewed are double the total number of projects reviewed in the previous year 
although the number of full DRI’s with public hearings was the same at 11. The increase can be 
accounted for by the more than double the number of minor modifications (18 as opposed to 7 in 2017) 
reviewed; the number of concurrence reviews (9 as opposed to 4 in 2017); more compliance reviews 
and more pre-application reviews. 11 is about average for the number of full DRI reviews with the 
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recent records being 17 in 2008, 16 in 2007 and 15 in 2016. 18 minor modification reviews (17 
remanded and one becoming a DRI) is the most the Commission has seen since 2005. The number of 
concurrence reviews was also fairly high at 9 (8 remanded and one accepted as a DRI). 

Economic Development: 
• Statewide Workforce Development Strategic Plan: The MVC participated in the Cape and Islands 

Regional Workforce Blueprint Plan in partnership with the Massachusetts Executive Office of Housing 
and Economic Development. The strategic planning document is a comprehensive look at current 
trends in the workforce and labor force participation rates in leading industries for the Cape and 
Islands. The MVC will continue to work with the Cape and Islands Workforce Development Board, 
Adult and Community Education of Martha’s Vineyard (ACE MV), and the MV Regional High School’s 
Career Technical Education (CTE) and Science Technology Engineering Math (STEM) staff to provide 
greater educational and professional development opportunities to the students and residents of 
Martha’s Vineyard.  

• Promoting the Blue Economy: In May 2018, the Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce’s Blue Economy 
Project worked with schools in Plymouth, Barnstable, Nantucket and Dukes Counties to launch the 
Blue Economy Career Intention and Perceptions Survey for students in grades 6-9. The MVC worked 
closely with the Superintendent’s Office to ensure that MVRHS, Edgartown, Oak Bluffs, Tisbury, West 
Tisbury Elementary Schools and the Charter School participated in the survey. Over 3,200 students 
participated, which will help align educational and workforce development resources with the needs 
of our growing year-round Blue Economy. MVC staff will continue to serve as the Island’s liaison to the 
Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce’s Blue Economy Project. 

• South Eastern Economic Development Corporation (SEED): MVC staff continued to work with SEED 
Corporation and the U.S. Small Business Administration to provide technical and financial resources to 
small businesses of Martha’s Vineyard. 

• Cape Cod Canal Bridges: In December 2018, MVC staff notified the towns of the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers Listening Sessions regarding the Major Rehabilitation Evaluation Reports (MRER) on 
whether to repair or replace the Cape Cod Canal Bridges. As the tree year transportation planning 
process moves forward, the MVC will collaborate with the Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce, the Cape 
Cod Commission and the Nantucket Regional Planning Agency on issues of shared interest regarding 
the Bourne and Sagamore Bridges.  

• Grants and Legislative Updates: In April 2018, MVC staff notified the towns and attended the 
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affair’s Information Sessions on the State’s Municipal 
Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Program to address climate change and sea level rise. MVC staff 
then assisted Oak Bluffs and Tisbury to receive grant funding to participate in the program. 

• In August 2018, MVC staff updated towns on the state’s $2.4 billion Environmental Bond Bill in capital 
spending aimed towards climate change adaptation and mitigation and environmental stewardship. 
The Environmental Bond Bill recognizes the significant impact of climate change on coastal and inland 
communities. $4 million of the state funding was earmarked for Dukes County. 

• Over 2018, MVC staff provided periodic updates to the towns regarding the recently adopted new 
Rooms Tax (also known as the Short Term Rental Tax, or the Airbnb Bill). MVC staff will continue to 
provide assistance to the towns regarding the implications for the new tax and assistance with 
implementation. 

 
Affordable Housing: 
• DRI Affordable Housing Policy Update: In October of 2018, MVC staff and commissioners began to 

update the Affordable Housing Policy applied to Developments of Regional Impact. The current policy 
was enacted in 1998, and has not been updated since. 
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• Update on loss of Chapter 40B State’s Subsidized Housing Inventory (SHI): MVC staff informed the 
Island towns that there will be a 21% decrease in the State’s SHI figures. It is anticipated that 85 of the 
411 total, will be lost on the state’s inventory by the end of 2019. 

• FY 2019 Community Development Block Grants (CDBG): Edgartown and Oak Bluffs, the two CBDG 
Lead communities for Dukes County, were awarded over $1.9 million for the Housing Rehabilitation 
Program and the Childcare Subsidy Program. Both programs assist individuals and families that are 
income qualified earning at or below 80% of the Area Median Income (AMI), which this year was 
$50,350 per year for an individual and $71,900 per year for a family of four. The town of Edgartown, 
along with Aquinnah and West Tisbury, was awarded $1,134,472 in funding to rehabilitate 
approximately 20 homes with 0% interest deferred payment forgivable loans. The funds will also assist 
low to moderate income families pay for childcare, allowing parents to work and go to school knowing 
their children are safe and well-cared for. The town of Oak Bluffs, along with Tisbury, was awarded 
$838,871 to rehabilitate approximately 12 homes and provide childcare assistance. (The town of 
Chilmark has to sit out of the CBDG Applications for the next two years.) MVC Staff worked with Oak 
Bluffs and Edgartown’s consultant to provide supplemental materials and coordinated Public Hearings 
for FY 2019 CDBG Grant Applications, which were awarded in July 2018.  

• Community Development Block Grant Advisory Group: MVC Staff will continue to assist the Towns 
and grantwriter Alice Boyd of Bailey Boyd Associates with the CDBG application process. 

• MassHousing Partnership (MHP) Workshop on Municipal Affordable Housing Trust Funds and 
Community Preservation Act: In June 2018, MVC staff coordinated an educational workshop with 
MassHousing Partnership to provide an overview of Best Practices for Municipal Affordable Housing 
Trust Funds in addition to an update on the recent changes to the Community Preservation Act. 

• Site Suitability Tool: The MVC received funding from the MA Office of Energy & Environmental Affairs 
to hire a software developer with experience working with municipalities and government to secure 
services in the development of a user-friendly, web-based, site suitability tool to identify optimal sites 
for affordable housing development. This tool will 1) be embedded with Vineyard-centric datasets, 2) 
enable users to customize weights of inputs prior to analyses, 3) visualize spatial data distribution of 
high scoring sites, and 4) allow for mass export of outputs.  
 

GIS:  
The MVC’s cartography and spatial data staff provides spatial analysis and cartographic production to 
aid MVC and town planning efforts, including custom cartographic services to towns, organizations, and 
individuals.  
• Data Updates and Distribution: The MVC cartography staff maintains and continuously updates a 

county-wide GIS (Geographic Information System) spatial data warehouse. The MVC uses the GIS to 
provide data to Towns, consulting groups working on Town projects, academics conducting research, 
state agencies, and local residents.  

• GIS/Mapping Software Installation, Training, and Support: MVC staff provides technical support for 
the County’s Island-wide GIS software contract, giving all Island towns and the MVC unlimited GIS 
software licensing at a fixed fee. Technical support to towns included software installs, on-site 
training, and technical support via phone and email. 

• TrailsMV App: A group effort by the Sheriff’s Meadow Foundation, MV Conservation Partnership and 
the MVC created and launched an app for Apple and Android mobile devices that can be downloaded 
on the iTunes App Store or Google Play. The app explores over 200 miles and 110 preserved 
properties that are open to the public. The MVC maintains the trail and open space data used in the 
app. 
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• Aerial Imagery Services via Drone: The MVC acquired a drone in 2018 and has begun using it as part 
of the DRI Review process. The MVC anticipates using the drone for conservation projects and detailed 
mapping of small areas. This service is also available to all town departments.  

 
Coastal, Ocean, and Hazard Planning: The MVC works with towns, the Commonwealth, and federal 
agencies on planning coastal areas, ocean conservation and development and mitigation of natural 
hazards. Coastal Planning in 2018 focused on hazard mitigation and climate change adaptation. There is 
little doubt that climate change has begun to produce significant changes for the Vineyard, and that 
climate change is accelerating along with climate-unfriendly land and water use practices. There are 
many ways that the impacts can be mitigated. Adaptation to sea level rise, in particular, involves choices 
of retreat, abandon or elevate. These are necessary and costly choices. There are difficult decisions 
ahead for leaders, and for home and business owners. As planning professionals, it is the responsibility 
of the MVC staff to provide materials for thoughtful solutions to encourage responsible and clear-
headed decision making.  
• Climate Change Adaptation: The MVC continued investigation and outreach on impacts of sea level 

rise and climate change, and related mitigation strategies. The main challenge here is preparing to 
adapt to coming changes with vulnerability assessments and mitigation strategies to improve the 
Island’s resiliency. 

o MVC staff participated in the MVP (Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness) program to strategize 
and prioritize mitigation actions for climate change adaptation: MVC staff contracted with the 
Town of Gosnold to prepare and execute its MVP successful program; MVC staff assisted the 
towns of West Tisbury and Chilmark in their MVP joint program; MVC staff assisted the towns of 
Oak Bluffs, Edgartown and Tisbury with successful applications for the next MVP (Municipal 
Vulnerability Preparedness) round and was invited to participate in some of those workshops.  
The MVP program is similar in thrust to the Hazard Mitigation planning, but more focused on 
climate change adaptation. 

o MVC staff prepared and hosted a workshop on green stormwater management, well attended 
by town highway personnel and Conservation Commissions. The trend toward heavier 
rainstorms continues as climate change accelerates. 

• Hazard Management: The Dukes County Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan includes 
management tools as well as keeping the towns eligible for federal funding of mitigation projects.   

o MVC staff tracked progress in preparation for the next update. MVC staff began collecting GIS 
and other materials for the 2020 update.  The MVP program provided helpful prioritization for 
the update.   

• The 2018 round of FEMA funding contains an unusually generous pot, and MVC staff encouraged the 
towns to pursue 75% funding available by means of the approved 2015 hazard plan. MVC staff 
submitted a planning application for a 7-town Wildfire Preparedness Plan, as part of the 2020 update.  

• Wetlands Vulnerability and Adaptation: MVC Staff continued assessing the vulnerability of wetlands 
to the impacts of climate change, particularly inundation. MVC Staff continued assessing the 
vulnerability of wetlands to the impacts of climate change, particularly inundation. MVC staff 
continued a program of sophisticated wetland elevation monitoring to assess wetlands’ abilities to 
grow in height as sea level rises. Measurements were again recorded at the first monitoring station at 
Felix Neck, hosted by Mass Audubon with funding from the Friends of Sengekontacket and Edey 
Foundation; providing enough data for a preliminary assessment that the marsh is keeping up with sea 
level rise. MVC staff prepared and installed a second monitoring site on Tribal lands, hosted and 
funded by the Wampanoag Tribe of Gay Head Aquinnah. 
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• Massachusetts Ocean Management Plan: The MVC Coastal Planner is the Governor’s appointed 
representative for the MVC on the Massachusetts Ocean Advisory Commission. In 2018, the group 
continued to advise the Commonwealth on data collection and preparation for offshore wind projects. 

• Martha’s Vineyard Wind Energy Area: The MVC, towns, Tribe, and fishing community kept in close 
contact with the leaseholders for a wind development south of Martha’s Vineyard. MVC staff 
participated in the MEPA and BOEM review of the Vineyard Wind project, part of which will be 
reviewed as a DRI by the full Commission.  

 

DCPCs: Districts of Critical Planning Concern are designated by the Commission to afford additional 
protection to sensitive areas, supporting Town regulations. In 2018, the MVC staff provided responses to 
many queries from Town Boards, attorneys, and property owners. In an otherwise quiet year, MVC staff 
assisted in many ways with the smooth functioning of the Districts. 

Town of Aquinnah District: MVC staff participated with the Planning Board in a 20-year review of the 
town-side District encompassing almost all of Aquinnah. 
Island Road District: The MVC continued to provide support for the Planning Board’s efforts to 
update the Special Ways regulations. 

 

MEPA Review: MEPA stands for Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act. MEPA is an inclusive review 
that incorporates local and state agency comments and questions to discern the readiness of a project 
to proceed. MEPA ensures that all of the necessary review information is available before the project 
proceeds. In 2018, MVC staff participated in MEPA review of a number of projects, including: Beach 
Road Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements, 139 Meetinghouse Way in Edgartown (34 lots proposed), 
Big Homers Pond Road division in West Tisbury, and the Vineyard Wind transmission line proposals. 

 

Transportation 
The MVC performs transportation planning for the Vineyard, in association with the Towns, Martha's 
Vineyard Transit Authority, Martha’s Vineyard Airport, Steamship Authority, public, and the 
Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT). MassDOT contracts for planning in the region 
and provides approximately $300,000 to the MVC budget for transportation planning and related 
services such as mapping. 

• Joint Transportation Committee: The Commission facilitates meetings of the JTC, made up of 
appointees from each town, the County, Vineyard Transit Authority (VTA), MVC Staff, and the Airport 
and MassDOT as Ex-Officio Members, to coordinate Island transportation planning. In 2018, the JTC 
secured engineering services from Howard Stein Hudson (HSH) through a MA Community Compact 
grant. This allows for a 10-month pilot project where towns submit transportation related 
infrastructure projects in need of design to the MVC. Staff then prioritizes projects and issues a formal 
request to HSH. 

• Martha’s Vineyard Transportation Improvement Program (TIP): The TIP is produced annually on 
Martha’s Vineyard through the JTC and includes federal aid projects to implement within available 
federal and state funds.  In Federal Fiscal Year 2018, $685,620 in federal funds were obligated for 
Martha’s Vineyard. The 2018 update on Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) Projects:   

 

Correllus State Forest Path Resurfacing – #608529 
The center of the Island is one of DCR’s most biodiverse places, hosting an incredible 64 rare plant 
and animal species and containing unusual grassland and shrubland habitats. The forest is also an 
important part of the Island’s off-road transportation and recreation infrastructure with 14 miles 
of paved bike and pedestrian pathways.  
Unfortunately, the paved pathways have long been in need of repair, suffering from extensive 
root damage and cracking. Working with the local MPO and MassDOT, DCR was able to design and 
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permit path repairs to approximately seven miles of the paths in the worst condition. MassDOT, 
using state and federal transportation funding, completed these repairs this fall. Because of their 
open lanes and maintenance regime, the paved paths also provide excellent habitat for several 
species of rare plants, including Lion’s Foot, Sandplain Flax and Grass-Leaved Ladies’ Tresses. To 
protect these plants, the MVC worked with biologists from NHESP and VHB to identify plants 
along the path, delineate protection zones, transplant individual plants as needed, and establish 
an ongoing habitat management plan. In addition to path repairs, DCR also took the opportunity 
to enhance both directional and interpretive signage on the path system. Working with 
Interpretive Services and NHESP, the MVC helped develop an interpretive panel to engage users in 
better understanding and caring about the biodiversity of the forest. Following the DCR Trail 
Guidelines, the MVC installed “Destination and Distance” signage at approximately 30 locations. 
Permanent Traffic Counting Stations – MY100 
The MVC issued an RFP for a traffic engineering consultant to implement six permanent traffic 
counters across the island. These traffic volumes will provide comprehensive traffic counts for 
each site, 365 days/year. With this data, Island planners can better understand seasonal 
fluctuations in vehicle volume and infer some traffic patterns. A firm has been chosen and the 
MVC is currently working with MassDOT District 5 to draft a maintenance agreement for the 
infrastructure once this TIP project funding lapses. Installation is expected to take place in late 
spring 2019. The estimated cost for these counters is $140,000. 
Beach Road Shared-Use Path – #607411 
MVC staff continued to assist Tisbury with the review of the evolving design and details of the 
Beach Road project. The MVC held one of its June public meetings in Tisbury, at which time MVC 
staff and MassDOT presented details of the plan and responded to questions. This included MVC-
commissioned perspective sketches of what the changes would look like. After subsequent 
modifications to improve the design, the Commission endorsed the project design in the fall.  
 

• Bicycle Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC): MVC staffs the BPAC, an advisory committee to the 
JTC and the wider community on bicycling and pedestrian matters. The Bicycle Pedestrian Advisory 
Committee (BPAC) members continued efforts and support toward improved facilitation of bicycle 
and pedestrian facility improvements in their respective towns.   

• Complete Streets:  MVC Regional Planner has assisted the Towns of Tisbury (Tier 3), West Tisbury (Tier 
2) and Oak Bluffs (Tier 2) in adopting a complete streets policy.  

• Trails Planning: A portion of the MVC Senior Planner’s time is contracted by the Land Bank to work 
with towns and landowners to protect and extend the Island’s trail network.  

• Transportation Mangers Group: The MVC is a member of the Transportation Managers Group (TMG). 
Like MARPA, the thirteen regional planning agencies across the state that form TMG are advisory 
bodies to member communities, private business groups, and state and federal governments. The 
MVC Transportation Program Manager meets monthly with other members of TMG to discuss 
legislation and funding programs strictly related to transportation with senior Commonwealth officials 
to collaborate on many fronts. 

 
Water Quality: The Commission continued its scientific and community work helping to protect the 
Vineyard’s water quality, especially our threatened coastal ponds. 
• Massachusetts Estuaries Project:  For more than a decade, the MVC provided extensive water-quality 

testing and land use data analysis as a basis for the Commonwealth’s Mass Estuaries Project, which 
prepares detailed models of water quality problems in coastal ponds and helps identify the most cost-
effective way to solve them.  In 2017, the MEP completed final reports for Menemsha and 
Squibnocket Ponds.  MVC Staff worked with the Friends of Sengekontacket, Tisbury Waterways, the 
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Lagoon Pond Committee, Edgartown Great Pond Foundation and the Joint Lagoon Pond Watershed 
Wastewater Committee to devise plans to address excess nitrogen. 

• Water Testing: MVC Staff took water samples of Farm, Sengekontacket, Lagoon, Tashmoo, Edgartown 
Great, Chilmark, Katama, Pogue, Pocha, Tisbury Great, James, Menemsha, Squibnocket and Oak Bluffs 
Harbor. MVC staff collected samples for analysis with Dartmouth School of Marine Science and 
Technology (SMAST). Results will be compared with data used for the analysis and recommendations 
of the MEP to determine the status of the coastal ponds. Staff also collaborated with Sheriff’s 
Meadow Foundation in testing Sheriff’s Pond.  

• Water Alliance and Associations:  The MVC Water Planner is an active participant in the Martha's 
Vineyard Water Alliance, which meets monthly in the MVC offices. Staff gives presentations and 
attends meetings of all Island pond advisory committees. Staff presented Water Quality findings at 
Phragmities workshop and Island Pond annual meetings.  

• Groundwater monitoring: In conjunction with the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Water 
Resource Planner monthly measures and maintains database of groundwater elevation at nine well 
sites around the island.  

• Water Quality Policy: Water Quality Policy was revised and new policy was adopted May 2018. 
• Island Blue Pages: Staff worked with members of the Water Alliance to edit and update the Island 

Blue Pages. An Edey grant and donations were obtained for the printing of the updated version.  
• SNEP (Southeast New England Program) grant: MVC received a $250,000 grant for an innovative 

project to reduce groundwater pollution to Lagoon Pond through installation and testing of a 
Permeable Reactive Barrier (PRB). 

  
Collaboration and Education: 
• Island Collaboration: The MVC facilitates and participates in many joint meetings of Town boards and 

organizations to foster the exchange of information. Among these are the Joint Affordable Housing 
Task Force, All-Island Boards of Selectmen, Island Conservation Commissions, and the MV Water 
Alliance.    

• Education and Training: The Commission brought two, 2-hour workshops targeted to planning boards 
and ZBAs, but also open to other town officials and the public. The first workshop addressed local 
controls of marijuana growing and retail operations. The second reviewed processes for boards and 
commissions to hold proper public hearings, starting with complete permit application forms. 

• MARPA: The Commission is a member of the Massachusetts Association of Regional Planning 
Agencies. The thirteen RPAs that form MARPA are advisory bodies to member communities, private 
business groups, and state and federal governments. MARPA meets monthly to discuss legislation, 
programs, and funding with senior Commonwealth officials. 

• State Socio-economic Projections: Staff joined representatives from other regional planning agencies 
to review and comment on the State’s multi-year efforts to develop new population and workforce 
housing forecasts out to the year 2040 for the use in long-range transportation planning. The 
projections weighed heavily on the aging population, which resulted in many regions, including Cape 
Cod, being projected to decline in population. MVC staff were able to demonstrate that the state 
forecasting methodology did not accurately reflect the continual infusion of retirees locating here. 
MVC staff also pressed the state for recognition of how the second-home economy affects year-round 
population, employment, and housing. The tremendous surges in seasonal and visitor populations also 
place infrastructure and service demands upon local communities not accounted for in the state 
funding mechanisms that are based on year-round populations. 

• Rural Policy Advisory Commission: The MVC is one of eight regional planning agencies represented on 
a 15-member Governor’s commission within the Executive Office of Housing and Economic 
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Development. The RPAC is charged with making recommendations over a four-year period to enhance 
the economic vitality of the Commonwealth’s rural communities and advance the health and well-
being of its rural residents. (The state has defined “rural” as having populations of no more than 500 
people per square mile – which excludes Oak Bluffs and Tisbury). In 2018, the RPAC began examining 
how other states are structured to approach the issues and needs of their rural communities which 
can be very different from those of their urban and suburban areas. At the end of 2018, the RPAC also 
conducted nine listening sessions across the state, including one on the Vineyard, for feedback on 
issues around which it proposes to develop a Rural Plan for the Commonwealth. The plan is scheduled 
for completion by June 2019. For more information, visit https://www.mass.gov/service-details/rural-
policy-advisory-commission-rpac. 

 
SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES FOR AQUINNAH 

In addition to the efforts described above, the MVC undertook the following activities in Aquinnah. 
 
Coastal Management 
• Saltmarsh Elevation Monitoring:  MVC staff installed an elevation monitoring station on Tribal lands 

at Lobsterville, hosted and funded by WTGHA.  MVC staff continued a program of sophisticated 
wetland elevation monitoring to assess wetlands’ abilities to grow in height as sea level rises.  This will 
help to plan for sea level rise impacts to Aquinnah’s marshes.   

DCPC’s  
• Town of Aquinnah District: MVC staff participated with the Planning Board in a 20-year review of the 

town-wide District encompassing almost all of Aquinnah. 
 
Economic Development and Affordable Housing 
• MVC Staff worked with The Resource Inc. (TRI), which received funding for an Island-wide Community 

Preservation Act Application to create an Island-wide Interest Free Housing Loan Program.  TRI 
received CPA funding for a second year at 
2018 ATM. 

• MVC Staff will assist the Aquinnah with 
the FY 2019 CDBG Application. 

 
Geographic Information Systems  
• The MVC compiled 15 maps for 

Aquinnah’s Open Space & Recreation 
Plan. This plan was submitted to the 
State in early summer and was approved 
as a draft plan. This accepted plan now 
makes the Town eligible to receive grant 
funding from various State programs. 

• The GIS staff worked with the Board of 
Health to create an online, interactive 
map to assist with site evaluation. This 
map is also available to the public from a 
link on the Town website. 
http://arcg.is/OTqfb 

 
 

https://www.mass.gov/service-details/rural-policy-advisory-commission-rpac
https://www.mass.gov/service-details/rural-policy-advisory-commission-rpac
http://arcg.is/OTqfb
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Transportation: As Regional Planning Agency, the MVC is responsible for coordinating transportation 
planning on the Island, in association with the Martha’s Vineyard Transit Authority, and the 
Massachusetts Department of Transportation.  
• Data Collection: The MVC issued an RFP for a traffic engineering consultant to implement six 

permanent traffic counters across the island. These traffic volumes will provide comprehensive traffic 
counts for each site, 365 days/year. With this data, Island planners can better understand seasonal 
fluctuations in vehicle volume and infer some circulation patterns. A firm has been chosen and the 
MVC is presently working with MassDOT District 5 to draft a maintenance agreement for the 
infrastructure once the TIP project funding lapses. Installation is expected to take place in late spring 
2019. 

Local Technical Assistance:  
• Aquinnah Circle: MVC staff worked closely with different stakeholders to create a short-term and 

long-term concept plan for the Aquinnah Circle that would improve bicycle and pedestrian circulation, 
and improve vehicular use of existing paved areas, both parking and departing. 

• Traffic Engineers: Through a MA Community Compact grant, the MVC has secured engineering 
services from Howard Stein Hudson (HSH) for a 10-month pilot project, where Towns submit 
transportation-related infrastructure projects in need of design to the MVC. Staff then prioritizes 
projects and issues a formal request to HSH. 

• Healthy Aging Partnership: MVC staff is providing assistance to the Healthy Aging Partnership by 
updating population forecasts, along with housing and income data; growth rate comparisons 
between on-island and mainland cohorts; continuing to secure Street List data to determine the 
growth rates of 60+ year old residents on island over recent years; and working with the VTA to 
promote the Transit Authority’s recent pilot program that provides affordable transportation to 
medical appointments on the Cape. 

 
Water Quality: The Commission continued its scientific and community work helping to protect the 
Vineyard’s water quality, especially our threatened coastal ponds. 
• Menemsha, Squibnocket, and Nashaquitsa Ponds: Staff conducted water sampling and on-station 

field data collection in Menemsha, Squibnocket and Nashaquitsa Ponds to assess changes in nitrogen 
concentration and salinity. Sampling was done in cooperation with the Shellfish Warden and the 
Aquinnah Wampanoag Water Resource Department. Staff also arranged presentations by SMAST 
(UMass Dartmouth School of Marine Science and Technology) Massachusetts Estuaries Report on the 
Menemsha-Squibnocket Pond Systems.   

 
DRIs: In 2018, 2 projects were reviewed in Aquinnah in some manner by the MVC through the DRI 
process. One was a concurrence review remanded back to the Town, and one was a pre-application 
review. 

 

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES FOR CHILMARK 

In addition to the efforts described above, the MVC undertook the following activities in Chilmark. 
 
Coastal Management 
• Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP): MVC Staff assisted Chilmark with grant to participate in 

the MVP program; to select and prioritize measures for climate change adaptation.  MVC staff assisted 
the Town with executing the project, helping to prepare and participating in the workshops.  The 
prioritization of strategies will be helpful in the 2020 update of the hazard mitigation plan. 
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Economic Development and Affordable Housing 
• MVC Staff worked with The Resource Inc. (TRI), which received funding for an Island-wide Community 

Preservation Act Application, to would create an Island-wide Interest Free Housing Loan Program.  TRI 
received CPA funding for a second year at 2018 ATM. 

 
Geographic Information Systems  
• For the Conservation Commission, maps were made showing the development of buildings, including 

future buildings, within the Chilmark Pond Watershed. 
• The Conservation Commission also received maps of historic shoreline change for the south shore. 
• On behalf of the Town, the MVC conducted the LUCA Review (Local Update of Census Addresses) for 

the upcoming 2020 Census. Participating in this program assists the Federal government in allocating 
adequate funding for State & Local programs based on population. 

 

 
Transportation: As Regional Planning Agency, the MVC is responsible for coordinating transportation 
planning on the Island, in association with the Martha’s Vineyard Transit Authority, and the 
Massachusetts Department of Transportation.  
• Data Collection: The MVC issued an RFP for a traffic engineering consultant to implement six 

permanent traffic counters across the island. These traffic volumes will provide comprehensive traffic 
counts for each site, 365 days/year. With this data, Island planners can better understand seasonal 
fluctuations in vehicle volume and infer some circulation patterns. A firm has been chosen and the 
MVC is presently working with MassDOT District 5 to draft a maintenance agreement for the 
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infrastructure once the TIP project funding lapses. Installation is expected to take place in late spring 
2019. 

Local Technical Assistance:  
• Stop Sign Warrant Analysis: MVC staff provided technical assistance to the Board of Selectmen by 

carrying out a multi-way stop sign warrant analysis at the intersection of North Road and Basin Road. 
Using the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (M.U.T.C.D.), the aim was to assess the 
application of a stop sign on the North Road westbound approach to the intersection. 

• Traffic Engineers: Through a MA Community Compact grant, the MVC has secured engineering 
services from Howard Stein Hudson (HSH) for a 10-month pilot project, where Towns submit 
transportation-related infrastructure projects in need of design to the MVC. Staff then prioritizes 
projects and issues a formal request to HSH.  

• Healthy Aging Partnership: MVC staff is providing assistance to the Healthy Aging Partnership by 
updating population forecasts, along with housing and income data; growth rate comparisons 
between on-island and mainland cohorts; continuing to secure Street List data to determine the 
growth rates of 60+ year old residents on island over recent years; and working with the VTA to 
promote the Transit Authority’s recent pilot program that provides affordable transportation to 
medical appointments on the Cape. 

 
Water Quality: The Commission continued its scientific and community work helping to protect the 
Vineyard’s water quality, especially our threatened coastal ponds. 
• Chilmark Pond: Staff conducted water sampling and on-station field data collection in Chilmark 

Pond to assess changes in nitrogen concentration and salinity. Staff assisted the Martha’s Vineyard 
Shellfish Group with data collection and field work for the Phragmites harvest study as a potential 
nitrogen mitigation strategy. Staff sampled and helped identify algal blooms that occurred in the 
Pond over the course of the year. 

• Menemsha, Squibnocket, and Nashaquitsa Ponds: Staff conducted water sampling and on-station 
field data collection in Chilmark Pond to assess changes in nitrogen concentration and salinity in 
cooperation with the Shellfish Warden and the Aquinnah Wampanoag Water Resource Department. 
Arranged presentation by SMAST (U Mass Dartmouth School of Marine Science and Technology) 
Massachusetts Estuaries Report on Menemsha- Squibnocket Pond Systems.   

• Community Assistance: The MVC Water Resource Planner serves as technical advisor to the 
Chilmark Pond Owners and assists Squibnocket Pond Advisory Group as needed. Staff assisted 
visiting researchers in sample collection and site review. Staff presented findings of water sampling 
from prior years to Chilmark Pond Association.  

 
Chilmark: In 2018, 2 projects in Chilmark were reviewed in some manner by the MVC through the DRI 
process. These projects can be classified as follows:  

• 1 was a minor modifications of an existing DRI that was approved and remanded back to town 
without DRI public hearing review; 

• 1 project was referred and is still under review. 
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SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES FOR EDGARTOWN 

In addition to the efforts described above, the MVC undertook the following activities in Edgartown. 
 
Coastal, Ocean, and Hazard Planning 
• Edgartown Harbor Plan: MVC Staff serves as the Edgartown Harbor Planning Representative to the 

Massachusetts Secretariat of Energy and Environmental Affairs. MVC Staff continued to communicate 
with EOEA to seek approval of the updated Edgartown Harbor Plan. 

• MEPA review: MVC staff participated in MEPA review of a proposed 34 lot subdivision on 
Meetinghouse Way. MVC staff participated in MEPA review of the proposed Vineyard Wind 
transmission line through Edgartown waters.   

• Felix Neck Saltmarsh Elevation Monitoring: MVC staff maintains an elevation monitoring station in 
the Felix Neck saltmarsh. This will help to plan for sea level rise impacts to Edgartown’s marshes. 
Enough measurements have been made for a preliminary observation that the marsh is keeping up 
with sea level rise. 

• MVP Program: MVC staff assisted the Town in securing a grant for participation in the MVP (Municipal 
Vulnerability Preparedness) Program. 

 
Economic Development and Affordable Housing 
• MVC staff worked with the Edgartown’s consultant to provide supplemental materials and 

coordinated Public Hearing for FY 2019 CDBG Grant Application for approximately $1.1 million dollars, 
which was awarded in July 2018.   

• MVC Staff will continue to assist Edgartown with the FY 2019 CDBG Application. 
• MVC Staff worked with The Resource Inc. (TRI), which received funding for an Island-wide Community 

Preservation Act Application, to create an Island-wide Interest Free Housing Loan Program.  TRI 
received CPA funding for a second year in 2018, and has applied for a third year of CPA funding for 
2019 ATM. 

• MVC Staff offered assistance to the Affordable Housing Committee to help plan the future of the 
Meshacket Affordable Housing Project.  

 
Geographic Information Systems  
• The MVC mapping office prepared maps for Edgartown’s Open Space & Recreation Plan. Anticipated 

submission of this plan in 2019 will make the Town, once approved, eligible for certain funding 
through the State’s grant programs. 

• The MVC created custom electronic surveys for the Historic District Commission. These forms will be 
used for a preliminary survey of historic buildings. The information from the completed forms will 
then go into an inter-active online map which the Town can then use to search for historic properties.  

 
Open Space 
• Commission staff continued to provide technical assistance to the Edgartown Conservation 

Commission in updating their open space plan. MVC staff developed a mapping and graphic inventory 
of all open space lands and recreational facilities in the Town. This will be used as a basis in 
considering and updating open space plans and policies.  

Transportation 
• Developments of Regional Impact: The Transportation Planner provided traffic impact analyses for 

the Meeting House Place Subdivision, the Division Road subdivision, the MVRRD redesign, the 
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Clarion/Shiretown Conversion, the MV Airport Business Park, 284 Upper Main Street, the Edgartown 
Stop & Shop, and 19 Raw. 

• Data Collection: The MVC issued an RFP for a traffic engineering consultant to implement six 
permanent traffic counters across the island. These traffic volumes will provide comprehensive traffic 
counts for each site, 365 days/year. With this data, island planners can better understand seasonal 
fluctuations in vehicle volume and infer some circulation patterns. A firm has been chosen and the 
MVC is presently working with MassDOT District 5 to draft a maintenance agreement for the 
infrastructure once this TIP project funding lapses. Installation is expected to take place in late spring 
2019. 

• Local Technical Assistance: The MVC is working with Edgartown’s Highway Superintendent and 
Conservation Commission, along with Howard Stein Hudson (HSH) to scope a project that will better 
utilize the right of way width along Edgartown-Vineyard Haven Road for a demonstration of roughly ½ 
mile. A concept schematic and designs will account for a widened shared use path buffer alongside the 
road, more established bus stops and tree plantings, as well as improved storm water drainage. 
Funding for this work will be covered through a Community Compact grant awarded to the MVC. 

 
Water Quality: The Commission continued its scientific and community work helping to protect the 
Vineyard’s water quality, especially our threatened coastal ponds. 
• Water Sampling: In cooperation with the Edgartown Shellfish Warden and the Edgartown Great Pond 

Foundation water quality samples and on-station field data were collected from Sengekontacket Pond, 
Katama Bay, Pogue, Pocha Pond and Edgartown Great Pond.  These data form a baseline 
understanding of the ponds and help determine whether the water quality goals from the 
Massachusetts Estuaries Project’s study are achieved. Water Resource Planner collaborates and 
shares sampling data with Great Pond Foundation. Staff also collaborated with Sheriff’s Meadow 
Foundation in testing Sheriff’s Pond. 

• Coastal Ponds: MVC Staff is assisting the Planning Board and the Edgartown Ponds Advisory 
Committee to identify and evaluate options to achieve the nitrogen reduction called for by the MEP 
for the great ponds.  The Water Resources Planner participates in the Friends of Sengekontacket, 
Chappaquiddick Island Association, Edgartown Shellfish Committee, Water Alliance, and the Vineyard 
Golf Club Review Committee. Water Resource Planner meets with and collaborates with staff from the 
Edgartown Great Pond foundation. 
 

Developments of Regional Impact 
In 2018, 40 projects in Edgartown were reviewed in some manner by the MVC through the DRI process. 
These projects can be classified as follows:  

• 4 were full DRI’s reviewed with a public hearing that were approved with conditions; 1 of which 
was referred as a concurrence review and accepted as a DRI. 

• 5 were minor modifications of existing DRI’s that were approved and remanded back to the 
town without DRI public hearing review; 

• 5 were projects referred to the MVC for concurrence review that were sent back to the town 
without DRI public hearing review; 

• 3 were approved DRI’s returning to LUPC for approval of their landscape/lighting plan; 
• 2 previously approved DRI’s were granted an extension; 
• 4 projects are on hold at the applicant’s request; 
• 1 Discretionary Referral is on hold at the Applicant’s request; 
• 1 project was referred and withdrawn by the Applicant; 
• 5 previously approved DRI’s were reviewed for compliance with DRI conditions; 
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• 2 projects received a pre-application review; 
• 2 MVC DRI Decisions were appealed. 

 
SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES FOR OAK BLUFFS 

In addition to the efforts described above, the MVC undertook the following activities in Oak Bluffs. 
 
Coastal Management 
• East Chop Bluff repair: MVC Staff participated in MEPA review planning and DRI review for the 

proposed repairs to the East Chop bluff.  MVC staff suggestions through the MEPA process were 
incorporated into the final project brought for local review. 

• MVP Program:  MVC staff assisted the Town in securing a grant for participation in the MVP 
(Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness) Program.  Several MVC staff were invited and participated in 
the MVP workshops. 

 
Economic Development and Affordable Housing 

• MVC Staff assisted Oak Bluffs in receiving an EEA Grant Funding to participate in the state’s 
Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Program. MVC Staff is on Oak Bluff’s MVP Core 
Team. 

• MVC Staff assisted the Town Affordable Housing Committee in securing a MassHousing Grant 
for $100,000 to do a Master Plan Site Analysis of a town owned parcel of land. 

• MVC Staff assisted Oak Bluff’s consultants with data and letter of support for MassWorks 
Infrastructure Grant in 2018.  

• MVC staff worked with the Oak Bluff’s consultant to provide supplemental materials and 
coordinated Public Hearing for FY 2018 CDBG Grant Application for S838,871 dollars which was 
awarded in July 2018.   

• MVC Staff will continue to assist Oak Bluffs with the FY 2019 CDBG Application. 
• MVC Staff worked with The Resource Inc. (TRI), which received funding for an Island-wide 

Community Preservation Act Application, to create an Island-wide Interest Free Housing Loan 
Program. TRI received CPA Funding for a second year in 2018 and has applied for a third year of 
CPA funding for 2019 ATM. 

 
Geographic Information 
Systems 
• The MVC’s cartography 

department compiled 
over 20 maps for the 
Town’s Master Plan on 
behalf of the Planning 
Board. 
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Transportation: As Regional Planning Agency, the MVC is responsible for coordinating transportation 
planning on the Island, in association with the Martha’s Vineyard Transit Authority, and the 
Massachusetts Department of Transportation.  
Developments of Regional Impact: Provided traffic impact analysis for the following DRI’s: Steele 
Subdivision, O.B. Bowling Kitchen, Sweet & Treat Ice Cream, Dockside Inn Kiosk, Lampost Zoning, Youth 
Tennis, Lagoon Ridge, Nova Vida, Wildflower, and Martha’s Vineyard Community Services. 
Data Collection: MVC issued an RFP for a traffic engineering consultant to implement 6 permanent 
traffic counters across the island.  These traffic volumes will provide comprehensive traffic counts for 
each site, 365 days / year.  With this data, island planners can better understand seasonal fluctuations in 
vehicle volume and infer some circulation patterns.  A firm has been chosen and MVC is presently 
working MassDOT District 5 to draft a maintenance agreement for the infrastructure once this TIP 
project funding lapses.  Installation is expected to take place is late Spring 2019. 
Local Technical Assistance:  
• Beach Road Corridor: MVC staff conducted travel time runs along the Beach Road Corridor and the 

Edgartown-Vineyard Haven Road Corridor. Staff also took part in the OB Master Plan working group. 
• Traffic Engineers: Through a MA Community Compact grant, the MVC has secured engineering 

services from Howard Stein Hudson (HSH) for a 10-month pilot project, where Towns submit 
transportation-related infrastructure projects in need of design to the MVC. Staff then prioritizes 
projects and issues a formal request to HSH. 

• Healthy Aging Partnership: MVC staff is providing assistance to the Healthy Aging Partnership by 
updating population forecasts, along with housing and income data; growth rate comparisons 
between on-island and mainland cohorts; continuing to secure Street List data to determine the 
growth rates of 60+ year old residents on island over recent years; and working with the VTA to 
promote the Transit Authority’s recent pilot program that provides affordable transportation to 
medical appointments on the Cape. 

 
Water Quality: The Commission continued its scientific and community work helping to protect the 
Vineyard’s water quality, especially our threatened coastal ponds. 
• Water Sampling:  MVC staff continues to collect water quality samples and on-station field data 

from Oak Bluffs Harbor, Sengekontacket, Lagoon, and Farm Ponds, in cooperation with the Oak 
Bluffs Shellfish Department. 

• Massachusetts Estuaries Project (MEP):  MVC staff meets with the Joint Lagoon Pond Watershed 
Wastewater committee to discuss options for improving water quality and meeting the maximum 
nitrogen load limit. Staff continues to apply for grant funding to help mitigate the effects of nitrogen 
pollution. MVC staff continues to meet with Oak Bluffs officials and the Friends of Sengekontacket to 
review the MEP Sengekontacket study findings and discuss options for mitigating nitrogen pollution.  
MVC staff is also meeting with town officials and the Friends of Farm Pond on the Tidal Restoration 
Project to implement the MEP.  

• Community Assistance: Staff has met with property owners to help mitigate storm water runoff 
impacts. Staff has assisted visiting researchers in sample collection, site review and wetland 
restoration project installation. Staff presented at Lagoon Pond Association (LPA) Annual meeting 
and participates in LPA meetings. 

 
Oak Bluffs In 2018, 25 projects were reviewed in Oak Bluffs in some manner by the MVC through the 
DRI process. These projects can be classified as follows:  

• 5 were full DRI’s reviewed with a public hearing that was approved with conditions;  
• 8 projects were referred as minor modifications to an existing DRI that were approved and 

remanded back to the town without DRI public hearing review; 
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• 1 project was referred as a modification to an existing DRI and accepted as a DRI. 
• 1 project was referred to the MVC for concurrence review that was sent back to the town 

without DRI public hearing review; 
• 2 were approved DRI’s returning to LUPC for approval of their landscape/lighting plan; 
• 2 previously approved DRI’s were granted an extension; 
• 1 project was referred and withdrawn by the Applicant; 
• 1 project was referred and is still under review; 
• 3 previously approved DRI’s were reviewed for compliance with DRI conditions; 
• 1 project was granted a pre-application review. 

 

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES FOR TISBURY 

In addition to the efforts described above, the MVC undertook the following activities in Tisbury. 
 
Coastal Management 
• MVP Program:  MVC staff assisted the Town in securing a grant for participation in the MVP 

(Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness) Program.  Several MVC staff were invited and participated in 
the MVP workshops. 

 
MEPA review 
MVC staff participated in MEPA review of the Beach Road project. 
 
Economic Development and Affordable Housing 
• MassHousing Grant: Tisbury and MVC were awarded a $100,000 grant to conduct a Master Plan site 

analysis located at the Island Food Product site.  The MVC is working with the Town, property owners, 
and consultant to maximize the value of the property.  The Scope of Work includes site plan 
development and growth scenarios primarily for Affordable Housing with some mixed use 
development components.    

• MVC Staff notified and attended EEA and CZM’s Information Workshop on the Municipal Vulnerability 
Preparedness (MVP) Program.  MVC Staff assisted town in securing grant to participate in the state’s 
MVP program. 

• MVC Staff continued to work with Tisbury Planning Board and Vision Council to identify economic 
development opportunities and improvements for the downtown business district particularly with 
Signage and Wayfinding improvements.  

• MVC Staff will assist the Tisbury with the FY 2019 CDBG Application. 
• MVC Staff worked with the Tisbury’s Planning Board to review and revise its Accessory Apartment 

Zoning By-law.  The Town of Tisbury adopted the recommended zoning revisions at 2018 ATM. 
 
Geographic Information Systems  
• The MVC’s mapping department compiled nearly 20 maps for the Town’s Open Space & Recreation 

Plan. The plan, to be submitted by the Planning Board, will make the Town eligible for certain funding 
through the State’s grant programs once approved. 

• To assist the Finance Committee, the mapping department provided GPS technology and training to a 
committee member so he could GPS the location of the Town’s electric meters. This work helps the 
Committee understand the fees assessed by Eversource and assists with future solar panel tie-ins. 
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• For the Tisbury Planning Board, an Open Space map of conservation properties was produced for use 
in the visioning sessions. Other miscellaneous custom maps and prints were provided as needed upon 
request. 

• The MVC created a database for the DPW’s public shade tree inventory and provided GPS technology 
and training for field workers so they could record the information. This info was then presented to 
the DPW in an online interactive map: http://arcg.is/15H9a1.  

 
Transportation: As Regional Planning Agency, the MVC is responsible for coordinating transportation 
planning on the Island, in association with the Martha’s Vineyard Transit Authority, and the 
Massachusetts Department of Transportation.  
• Developments of Regional Impact: Provided traffic impact analysis for the Beach Road Shared-Use 

Path Project, Carroll’s/UPS Expansion, Cook Road New Building, MV Museum, and the Hinckley multi-
unit project. 

• Data Collection: The MVC issued an RFP for a traffic engineering consultant to implement six 
permanent traffic counters across the island. These traffic volumes will provide comprehensive traffic 
counts for each site, 365 days/year. With this data, Island planners can better understand seasonal 
fluctuations in vehicle volume and infer some circulation patterns. A firm has been chosen and the 
MVC is presently working with MassDOT District 5 to draft a maintenance agreement for the 
infrastructure once the TIP project funding lapses. Installation is expected to take place in late spring 
2019. 

Local Technical Assistance:  
• Beach Road SUP: MVC staff continued to provide materials regarding the review of the evolving 

design and details of the Beach Road project. The MVC a June public meetings in Tisbury, at which 
MVC staff and MassDOT presented details of the plan and responded to questions. This included MVC-
commissioned perspective sketches of what the changes would look like. After subsequent 
modifications to improve the design, the Commission endorsed the project design in the fall. 

• Traffic Engineers: Through a MA Community Compact grant, the MVC has secured engineering 
services from Howard Stein Hudson (HSH) for a 10-month pilot project, where Towns submit 
transportation-related infrastructure projects in need of design to the MVC. Staff then prioritizes 
projects and issues a formal request to HSH.  

• Healthy Aging Partnership: MVC staff is providing assistance to the Healthy Aging Partnership by 
updating population forecasts, along with housing and income data; growth rate comparisons 
between on-island and mainland cohorts; continuing to secure Street List data to determine the 
growth rates of 60+ year old residents on island over recent years; and working with the VTA to 
promote the Transit Authority’s recent pilot program that provides affordable transportation to 
medical appointments on the Cape. 

• Norton Lane: The MVC worked with HSH, the Town DPW, and the Planning Board to coordinate 
design work for pedestrian improvements and traffic calming along Norton Lane, between Main Street 
and the top of the Stop & Shop/Town parking lot. The plan also accounts for preserving a shade tree 
and potentially planting additional trees along the Right of Way. Funding for the design will be covered 
through a Community Compact grant awarded to the MVC. 

• MA Safe Routes: The MVC is beginning to re-examine projects that would be competitive for MA Safe 
Routes to School Funding. The Commission is working with the School and the Planning Board to 
identify approaches in need of safety improvements to encourage walking and bicycling to school, and 
which of these routes would serve the greatest number of students in socio-economic need. 

• Parking Inventory: The MVC created a series of visuals to help the Tisbury downtown parking 
subcommittee identify durations presently available for streetside and other forms of public parking, 

http://arcg.is/15H9a1
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along with the number of spaces down to the block and parking lot level. These were generated to 
assist their attempts to better calibrate where free parking should be preserved, as well as where 
consideration should be given to reducing or extending the permitting parking times. 

• Other Projects: The MVC assisted the Town in proposing a SUP linking Beach Road at Tisbury Market 
Place to Lagoon Pond Road; assisted the Town in evaluating a crosswalk at Hillside Village; and 
assisted the Town with parking and traffic concerns on Renear Road.  

 
Water Quality: The Commission continued its scientific and community work helping to protect the 
Vineyard’s water quality, especially our threatened coastal ponds. 
• Innovation: The Commission staff was heavily involved in the development and testing of various 

alternative technologies. In 2018, the MVC was awarded $250,000 in Federal grants to develop and 
implement a permeable reactive barrier along the coast of Lagoon Pond in Tisbury. 

• Water Sampling:  MVC staff collected water quality samples and on-station field data of Lagoon 
Pond and Lake Tashmoo in cooperation with the Tisbury and Oak Bluffs Shellfish Departments and 
the Buzzards Bay Coalition.  

• Lagoon Pond:  MVC staff is meeting with the Joint Lagoon Pond Watershed Wastewater Committee 
to review the Lagoon Pond MEP study findings and discuss options for improving water quality and 
meeting the Pond’s nitrogen loading limit. MVC has developed several grants for nitrogen mitigation 
in the watershed. Water Resource Planner acts as science advisor to the Tisbury Wastewater 
Committee.  

• Tisbury Channel Dredging:  The MVC Water Resource Planner continued to work with other 
members of the Tisbury Dredge Committee to address dredging needs in the Tashmoo Channel and 
the Vineyard Haven Harbor.  

• Community Involvement:  The MVC Water Resources Planner participates on the Joint Lagoon Pond 
Watershed Wastewater Committee, Lagoon Pond Association, Tisbury Waterways Inc., and the 
Tisbury Dredge Committee.  The Water Resources Planner has provided technical support on storm 
water mitigation to the Town and Drawbridge Committee and to the Board of Health for use in 
changes to regulations. Staff has assisted visiting researchers in sample collection and site review. 

 
Tisbury: In 2018, 17 projects were reviewed in Tisbury in some manner by the MVC through the DRI 
process. These projects can be classified as follows:  

• 0 were full DRI’s reviewed with a public hearing that was approved with conditions; 
• 3 were minor modifications of existing DRI’s that were approved and remanded back to the 

town without DRI public hearing review; 
• 1 project was referred to the MVC for concurrence review that was sent back to the town 

without DRI public hearing review; 
• 2 were previously approved DRI’s returning to LUPC for approval of their landscape plan; 
• 1 project was referred and is still under review; 
• 5 previously approved DRI’s were reviewed for compliance with DRI conditions; 
• 2 projects were referred as Discretionary Referrals but both Discretionary Referrals were 

withdrawn by the referring board; 
• 1 lawsuit over a DRI Decision was settled; 
• 1 project was granted a pre-application review. 
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SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES FOR WEST TISBURY 

In addition to the efforts described above, the MVC undertook the following activities in West Tisbury. 
 
Coastal Management 
• Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP): Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP): MVC 

Staff assisted West Tisbury with a grant to participate in the MVP program; to select and prioritize 
measures for climate change adaptation.  MVC staff assisted the Town with executing the project, 
helping to prepare and participating in the workshops.  The prioritization of strategies will be helpful 
in the 2020 update of the hazard mitigation plan. 

 
MEPA Review 
• MVC staff participated in preliminary MEPA review of division of Big Homers Road property. 
 
DCPCs 
• Island Road District: The MVC continued to provide support for the Planning Board’s efforts to update 

the Special Ways regulations. 
 
Economic Development and Affordable Housing 
• MVC Staff will continue to assist West Tisbury with the FY 2019 CDBG Application. 
• MVC Staff worked with The Resource Inc. (TRI), which received funding for an Island-wide Community 

Preservation Act Application, to create an Island-wide Interest Free Housing Loan Program.  TRI has 
received CPA funding for a second year at 2018 ATM. 

 
Geographic Information Systems  
• The MVC provided speed limit 

information to assist the Board of 
Selectmen with their decision to 
fund an in-depth speed zone 
analysis along State Road. The 
mapping showed the posted speed 
limit vs. the designated spped limit. 

• The mapping department helped 
the Conservation Commission 
create an online interactive map 
showing the farmland soils and 
Chapter 61 lands.  
http://arcg.is/9i51i 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://arcg.is/9i51i
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Transportation: As Regional Planning Agency, the MVC is responsible for coordinating transportation 
planning on the Island, in association with the Martha’s Vineyard Transit Authority, and the 
Massachusetts Department of Transportation.  
• Developments of Regional Impact: MVC staff provided traffic impact analyses for the following DRIs: 

Old Courthouse Road Demolition, Flat Point Farm, Indian Hill Road Demolitions, the Medical 
Marijuana Cultivation Facility, and the DeSorcy Mixed Use Project. 

• Data Collection: The MVC issued an RFP for a traffic engineering consultant to implement six 
permanent traffic counters across the island. These traffic volumes will provide comprehensive traffic 
counts for each site, 365 days/year. With this data, Island planners can better understand seasonal 
fluctuations in vehicle volume and infer some circulation patterns. A firm has been chosen and the 
MVC is presently working with MassDOT District 5 to draft a maintenance agreement for the 
infrastructure once the TIP project funding lapses. Installation is expected to take place in late spring 
2019. 

 
Local Technical Assistance:  
• School Parking Lot: MVC staff is continuing to work with the Up-Island School Committee on options 

for the West Tisbury School parking lot. 
• North Tisbury Bridge: The MVC worked with the Town and Howard Stein Hudson to evaluate the 

engineering and permitting prospects for safely traveling past the North Tisbury Bridge, just south of 
the North Road intersection. A technical memo by the engineering firm gave the Town the context 
needed to forego any further investment of resources towards a standalone bike/pedestrian span 
alongside the bridge. Funding for this work was covered through a Community Compact grant 
awarded to the MVC. 

• Speed Limit Review: The MVC is working with the Town and MassDOT to figure out what a Speed 
Limit Review would involve on municipally-owned vehicular rights-of-way throughout the Town’s road 
network. 

• Traffic Engineers: Through a MA Community Compact grant, the MVC has secured engineering 
services from Howard Stein Hudson (HSH) for a 10-month pilot project, where Towns submit 
transportation-related infrastructure projects in need of design to the MVC. Staff then prioritizes 
projects and issues a formal request to HSH. 

• Healthy Aging Partnership: MVC staff is providing assistance to the Healthy Aging Partnership by 
updating population forecasts, along with housing and income data; growth rate comparisons 
between on-island and mainland cohorts; continuing to secure Street List data to determine the 
growth rates of 60+ year old residents on island over recent years; and working with the VTA to 
promote the Transit Authority’s recent pilot program that provides affordable transportation to 
medical appointments on the Cape. 

 
Water Quality: The Commission continued its scientific and community work helping to protect the 
Vineyard’s water quality, especially our threatened coastal ponds. 
• Water Sampling: MVC staff collected water quality samples and on-station field data from Tisbury 

Great Pond and James Pond, in cooperation with the Shellfish Department, the Division of Marine 
Fisheries, Buzzards Bay Coalition, Tisbury Riparian Owners and Biodiversity Works. MVC staff collected 
samples of algae blooms for analysis and determination.  

• Massachusetts Estuaries Project (MEP): MVC staff assisted in the arrangement of a meeting with 
Massachusetts DEP for a hearing to announce the Total Maximum Daily Loads for the Tisbury Great 
Pond. 

• Community Assistance: The MVC Water Resource Planner serves when needed as technical advisor to 
the Mill Brook Watershed Committee and the Tisbury Great Pond Riparian owners. MVC staff met 
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with West Tisbury Conservation Commission to help create a response plan for algae events and to 
review water quality data that has been collected through the years.   

 
West Tisbury: In 2018, 7 projects were reviewed in West Tisbury in some manner by the MVC through 
the DRI process. These projects can be classified as follows:  

• 2 were full DRI’s reviewed with a public hearing that were approved with conditions;  
• 1 project was a previously approved DRI returning to LUPC for approval of their landscape plan; 
• 1 project was referred and withdrawn by the Applicant; 
• 1 project is on hold at the applicant’s request; 
• 2 previously approved DRI’s were reviewed for compliance with DRI conditions. 


